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(8) can be controlled by judicious choice of k. By choosing k = 1,
Aro = 0 so that the transient term is monot,onically decreasing from
the inception of the iteration process.

A SUBOPTIMAL PROCEDURE

From (5) or (6), it is seen that it is always possible to choose
k sufficiently large so that, the maximum rate of asymptotic con-
vergence is obtained, i.e., since Y — 1 is at most 1, select k > +?
or k > +B. Unfortunately, y and B are not known a priori.
On the other hand, the disturbance coefficient B increases with k2,
and hence it is undesirable to choose k larger than necessary. To
further complicat.e the problem, the number NO increases with k.
In the case of estimator (2), nothing can be done in view of t.he
limited a priori information in the way of selecting a near-opt,imum
value of k. An advantage of estimator (3) is that. something more
can be done. To begin with, suppose that Y, is s-dimensional and
let XI, XZ, . . . ,X, be the eigenvalues of the posit,ive-definit.e matrix
(YnYn'/llYnl12). Then

tr
YnYn

IM2 = Xi + X2

However,

tr
YnYn' Yn'Y,

Xs.

= i.

(9)

(10)

Now, a rather conservative upper bound for the minimum eigen-
value x1 can be obtained by asuming all of the eigenvalues to be
equal. In this case, (9) and (10) yield x1 = l/s. Thus, a conservative
estimate of ^ is 1/s, and hence we should choose k accordingly, say,
k = s. Note that s is the number of unknown parameters and may be
quite large. Once k is specified, NO is given by (8). In order to retain
the property that the transient response of xn decreases from the
start of the iteration procedure, the process is started wit.h n = NO.

CONVERGENCE ACCELERATION

In some inst.ances, when ,3 is quite small, the above estimate can
be far too conservative and poor convergence is obt.ained. This
situat.ion is accompanied by a large spread in t.he eigenvalues of
(YnYn’//(Yn(j

2) (the matrix is ill condit.ioned), and arbitrarily
increasing the value of k is generally unsatisfactory. In such cases
it has been found advant.ageous to use a modified algorithm as
follows. At the time of computation of an+i, in addition to the esti-
mate correction provided in (a), a correction orthogonal to Yn and
lying in the plane of Yn and Kn_i is added. The algorithm is

a,H-i

where

zn =

(11)

(12)

This algorithm converges to the true value of the parameter and its
convergence properties may be characterized in t,erms of parameters
similar to those used above. The proof parallels the proof of con-
vergence of (3) as outlined in [3]. In this case, the property Na =
integral part [k/2] is retained. A conservative choice of k can be
shown to be s/2. An example of the application of the algorithm
can be found in [3].
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Optimal Smoothing for Continuous-Time Systems
with Multiple Time Delays

K. K. BISWAS AND A. K. MAHALANABIS

Abst~aci—Equations for the smoothed state estimate and for the
error covariances of a continuous-time system with multiple time
delays, based on observations involving time delays, are derived
through a combination of discretization, state augmentation, and
subsequent dediscretization procedures.

INTRODUCTION

ANhough the existing literature contains smoothing results for
non-time-delayed systems, no attempt. seems to have been made to
extend these to the case of t,ime-delayed continuous-time syst,ems.
Priemer and Vacroux have reported some results for the discret.e-
time version of the problem, which were obtained t.hrough projection
arguments [l], 121. The aim of this correspondence is to report
smoothing solutions for a continuous-time system having both
transportation and observat.ion lags. Thee are obtained by first. dis-
cretizing the continuous-time problem and then employing a st.ate
augmentat,ion technique [3] that converts the given problem into a
non-time-delayed higher dimensional filtering problem. The desired
smoothing solutions are then obtained from the components of the
higher dimensional filtering equat,ions. Finally, a formal limiting
procedure is utilized to derive t,he cont.inuous-t.ime smoot.hing solu-
tions.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider a time-delayed continuous-time system modeled by t,he
following equations:

x(t)

M

3/(0 = »(0 + E Hdt)x(t - ft)

(1)

(2)

where z is the n-vector system st,ate, y is the m-vector observation,
ai and Bi represent, respectively, the ith delay in the system and ob-
servation equat,ions with ai > CLI; & > Bi-I; (YO = BO = 0. L and
M denote the total number of delays in the syst.em and observation.

The noise processes w(t) and v(t) are assumed to be independent,
zero-mean, white, Gaussian processes with covariance &(t) and
R(t), respectively, with R(t) posit.ive definite.

If it is assumed t.hat t = h (the kt.h sampling instant.), ai. = diT,
and pi = hiT where T is the sampling interval, the discrete-t.ime
equivalents of (1) and (2) can be obtained in the form [4]

x[h + T) Ai{k)x{h - diT) + (3)
! = 0
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M where
y(& + T) = ~(tk)T-” ~ 2J Hi(tk)z(tk - hiT) (4)

i = O T = 0, 1,. .* ) J ; s = 0, 1,...,T
w h e r e T = J + I, . . ., J + N; s = 0, T.

Ai(tk) = I + Fi(tk)T, i = 0 CONTINUOUS-TNE SOLUTION

= Fi(tk)T, i # 0. F o r deriving the continuous-time versions of the above equations,
, , , . , . , . , \ , i t is convenient to define

Let us consider first the problem of finding the fixed-lag smoothed
estimate f(t — 7/t) subject to a minimum variance criterion, where e e rT, el — ST
T( = NT) represents the lag between the point of estimation and the A

point of observat.ion, by applying a formal limiting procedure to the wk, ' e ) A i(tk-
estimate x(k - MT/tk). p(tk, e, e l ) = p(tk - e, tk - el/tk).

SOLUTION OF THE DISCRETE PROBLEN Thus (7) can be mitten as

A new vector X(tk) of dimension (J+N+ l)n, J = max[L,M]
is now introduced that has the partitioned form £(-k> Q> = x i t k ~ T, e - T) + K ' { t k ) •••. (13)

X'(tk) = [z'(tk):z’(tk - TI/ -a /z'(tk - (J + N)T)]. Subtracting 2(tk - T, e) from both sides and dividing by T, and
t.hen allowing T —+ 0, (t +. t), the smoothing equat,ion takes the

Corresponding to t.he new vector X(tk), (3) and (4) can be rewritten form
8 8 M

X(tk + T) = C(tk)X(tk) + Dza(tk)T1’3 (5) W, e) + ?e(t, e) = S PO, e,

~(tk) = G(tk)X(te) + ~(tk)T-’” (6)

w h e r e i —' — -„.,-„,.,, ,- (14)
r M i

• y(t)- E HjdMf, &) \.
L i=o J

AO(tk) Al(tk) *. .A&) 0 0 0 0'
/ 0 ••• 0 0 0 e-. 0 0

C(tk) ±
t^O

_ 0 0 I O

D' A [I 0 0 *a- 01

Also from (8)

L M
o / • • • o o o • • • o o *tt c\\ - Y " F-UWI «••) 4- V pa o s-i

r ^ ~\
• y(t) - ZJ Hi(t)£(t,fc) .
L J=O J

G(k) = [Hoik) Hiih) • • • Hitih) 0 0 • • • 0] T h e covaTiance equation (10) can be rewritten as

where / is the n X n identity matrix and 0 is the n X n null matrix. p ^ t Q QJ) — p(jifc — TQ— TQi — T)— •••
Equations (5) and (6) represent a non-time-delayed system to

which the well-known Kalmah filtering algorithm can be applied. Subtracting P(k, © - T, 0i) + P(k — T,Q — T, 6i) from both sides
The resulting filter can be decomposed to yield the desired smooth- and taking the limit as before, the covariance is obtained as
ing solution in the following form:

Pt(t, e, e,) + Pe{t, e, eo + P&JJ,, e, eo
x(k - ~T/tk) = x(k - ~T/tk - T) M M

= - E Z Pit, e, fii)Hi'{t)R(.t)-iHj(t)P{t, ft-, eo. (16)
(7) i=o i=o

r ^ 1
K'(tn) y(tk) - L Hi'(t~)f(tk - hiT/tk - T)

Similarly, manipulations of (10)-(12) result in the following addi-
J^ , , _, tional covariance equations:

?(tk/tk - T) = E AAk - T)?(tk - T - diT/tk - T) (8)
» = o i-

M Pt(t, e, 0) + Peit, e, 0) = E P(«. e, <«)*V(*)

Kl(tk) = E P(tk - rT, tk - hiT/tk -
- >, y, P(t,e,ptiHi'itinhy-HjtDPit, s,-, o) (17)

[
M M R(k)~\~1 i = 0 i^

E E Hiik)P(k - hT, k - hjT/k - TWAk) + — L
J~° J~° ( 9 ) -Ptit, o, eo + P6la o, eo = E Fi(t)Pit, on, ex)

Pik ~ rT, k - sT/k) = P(k - rT, k - sT/k - T) ^ 4 „ 17

— ZJ 2-1 Pit} °) Pi)*-
M i=0i=0

- E K'{k)Hiik)Pik - hT, tk - sT/h - T) (10) £ L
1 = 0 P.(«i 0, 0) = Q(t) + E Fi{i)Pit, ait 0) + E P(*> °. t*i)Fj'it'.

- rT, klk - D * = 0 J==o

i _ «; " '

/ • ' i — \J j — u

T. where

i = o T - % k k 0 < e, 6i ^ «, < < T

(12) 0 < 6, 8i 5$ T, t Z T.
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For the ked-interval smoothing problem, the estimate and co-
variance equations have to be solved for 0 < e, el 6 t for all t.
These extend to the smoothing case, the filtering solutions of Kwaker-
naak [5].
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Solution of the Exact Model Matching Problem

S. H. WANG AND E. J. DAVISON

Abstract—A more general exact model matching problem of linear
multivariable systems using state or output feedback is considered.
Two methods are given for solving this problem,

INTRODUCTION

The problem of exact model matching of linear multivariable
systems using state feedback u = Gv + Fx, where F and G are
constant matrices and O is nonsingular, was proposed by Wolovich
[l]. However, as he pointed out, his matching algorithm can be
applied effectively to invertible systems only. A complete solution to
this problem was given by Wang and Desoer [2]. Recently, Moore
and Silverman [3] have proposed some alternative ways for solving
this problem. They also have formulated a more general exact
model matching problem using state feedback u = Fx f Gv, where
G can be a rectangular matrix, with or without dynamic compensa-
tions; however, t.hey did not give a method for completely solving
this more general matching problem. In the present work, we give a
complete solution for the output feedback case when dynamic
compensation is not allowed.

FORMIJUTION

Consider a linear timeinvariant multivariable syst.em specified by

k(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (la)

y(t) = Cx(t) (lb)

where u(t) E Rm is the input, x(t) E Rn is the st.ate, y(t) E Rg is the
output, and A, B, and C are real constant mat.rices of appropriate
size. The problem considered is to find a state feedback law u =
Gv + Fz (or output feedback law u = Gu + Ky), where G, F, and K
are red constant mat,rices, such that the closed-loop syst.em transfer
function Hc(s) = C(s1 - A - BF)-lBG for the state feedback
case (and Hc(s) = C(s1 - A - BKC)-lBG for the output, feedback
case) is exactly equal to a given transfer function H,(s), which is a
q X p strictly proper rational matrix. This is the more general exact
model matching problem using state or output feedback without
dynamic compensation. Note that the main merenee between the
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present formulation and that in [l], [21 is that in the latter the for-
ward-loop matrix G is required to be square and nonsingular.

O M FEEDBACK CASE

It is easy to show that the following identity holds:

C(SI - A - BKC)-’BG = [I - C(SI - A)-’BR]-1

.C(SI - A

[I - H(s)a -’H(s)G

G, (2)

(3)

where H&) 4 C(sI - A - BKC)-?BG and H(s) & C(sI - A ) - I B .
In the exact model matching problem, it is required to hd a pair
(G,K), where G E Rmxp and K E Rmxg such that HJs) = Hm(s)
or, equivalently, that

tm(s)N(s)G + N(s)KNm(s) = 4>(s)Nm(s) (4)

where H(s) = N(s)/t(s), Hm(s) = ivr
m(s)/^m(s), and <p(s) and ^m(s)

are the least common multiples of the denominators in H(s) and
Hm(s), respectively. Equating the coefficients of the polynomials on
both sides of (4), the following real matrix equation is obtained:

Rt = w (S)

where R is a real rectangular matrix whose elements are determined
by N(s), N,(s), and & ( s ) ; t is an [nab + p)] X 1 column vector,
whose first m X p elements correspond to the elements of K and the
remaining m x p elements correspond to the elements of G; and w
is a red column vector whose elements are determined by $(s)Arm(s).
On solving (5) for t (assuming that a solution to the problem exists),
the required output feedback law which brings about matching is
obtained.

ST-4TE FEEDBACK CASE

For the state feedback case, we consider a class of linear multi-
variable systems in which rank C = n. The problem of finding a
state feedback law (F,G) such that

= C(SI - A - (6)

can be easily solved as follows. Multiplying both sides of (6) with
the left inverse C” of C gives

C+H, (SI - A - BF)-’BG;

thus,

(SI -A - BF)C”A’m(s) = BG$m(s) (7)

where H,(s). = N,,,(s)/$,,,(s). Equating the coefficients of the
polynomials on both sides of (7), a real matrix equation is obtained
whose solution (if it exists) is the required st,ate feedback law (F,G).

CONCLIJSIOX

A more general exact model matching problem using state or
output feedback has been considered in this correspondence, and a
method has been proposed which completely solves this problem for
the output feedback case. For the state feedback case, the method
can be applied to a class of linear systems. The problem of exact
model matching using dynamic compensation is considered in
another paper [4].
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